YOUR GUIDE TO

GPSS
GRAND PRIX SEASON
SINGAPORE
8 – 17 SEP 2023
It’s time to put the pedal to the metal. The Grand Prix Season Singapore (GPSS) 2023 is back and ready to ignite your senses. Immerse yourself in the electrifying atmosphere of FORMULA 1’s first night race destination. The GPSS is a full 10-day season, from 8 to 17 September, of non-stop festivities around the Singapore Grand Prix.

Expect excitement at every turn with race-themed experiences, unbeatable dining options, energetic live performances and exclusive retail pop-ups across the city. From after-parties with star-studded DJ line-ups to displays of supercars, the GPSS is your ticket to an unforgettable time.

Whether you’re a first-time visitor to the city, a seasoned GPSS explorer or a local resident, this is your ultimate guide to everything this thrilling season has to offer.

Welcome to Grand Prix Season Singapore 2023!
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As the season draws near, the world’s fastest drivers will race under bright lights at speeds of up to 325km/h at the FORMULA 1 Singapore Airlines Singapore Grand Prix 2023 happening from 15 to 17 September. The backdrop of this exhilarating night race is the stunning Marina Bay Circuit set against Singapore’s skyline and iconic landmarks such as the Singapore Flyer, the Merlion and the National Gallery Singapore. The high-octane weekend will also include on track activities such as meet-and-greet sessions with the drivers on 15 and 16 September at Zone 1 Wharf Stage for those with valid Zone 1 tickets on the corresponding days. You can also catch the drivers as they are chauffeured around the track in vintage cars on 17 September in the Formula 1 Drivers’ Parade.

The stellar entertainment line-up includes big names like Robbie Williams, Post Malone, Kings of Leon, The Kooks, Culture Club and a slew of Asian artists from 88rising including Jackson Wang. You can view the entertainment line-up here.
Singapore’s best day-to-night entertainment area, Clarke Quay offers a wide array of dining and lifestyle options for everyone. Soak in beautiful sunset views over a romantic riverside meal, or hang out with friends before partying it up at the latest nightspots where talented local and international DJs take the stage.

A historic riverside area, Clarke Quay runs along the north bank of the Singapore River between the north of Boat Quay and Clemenceau Avenue. It used to be a bustling historic trading district and has gone through conservation and revitalisation over the years. Today, it is a must-visit riverside destination for travellers, party goers and foodies alike.

During the Grand Prix Season Singapore, visitors can look forward to the Clarke Quay precinct party that features pop-up stores, music from up-and-coming musicians, fitness fun and a chance at sim racing.
The best up-and-coming performers from around the world come together at the largest platform for emerging artists in Asia during this Grand Prix Season Singapore. Expect a dynamic line up of over 30 international and local bands.

While rubber burns at the track, burn off some calories at Fitness Fest feat. Les Mills. This one-of-a-kind training experience keeps your heart rate up with epic music, lights, energy, and the debut of the newest fitness innovations.
Don’t miss out on a chance to see your favourite FORMULA 1 and FORMULA 2 drivers in person! Catch Nico Hulkenberg, Pietro Fittipaldi and Brad Benavides in action at a first-of-its-kind demo race between top local sim racers and professional drivers.

Explore this bustling alley lined with pop-up stores that are sure to provide inspiration on what to wear during your next big night out. Turn heads on the dance floor with fashion picks from this bazaar that encompasses the essence of club life – a theme befitting of Clarke Quay.
KAMPONG GELAM PRECINCT PARTY

One of Singapore’s most historic districts, Kampong Gelam is also where modernity meets tradition. Once allocated as an area for the Malay, Arab and Bugis communities, Kampong Gelam is now a treasure trove bursting with trendy boutiques, places to shop for traditional crafts and a diverse mix of cafes and restaurants.

Side by side with the majestic Sultan Mosque and the Malay Heritage Centre is vibrant street art. Kampong Gelam is also home to Singapore’s first outdoor gallery featuring 30 works of street art and wall murals by local and international artists. This area is where old truly meets new.

The Grand Prix Season Singapore adds to the vibrancy of this precinct. Enjoy cultural activities and events in this charming neighbourhood and experience a side of Singapore that’s truly unique.
**SINGAPORE STORIES: MINIATURES OF THE PAST**

8-17 SEP
2-10PM
45 Sultan Gate
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Singaporean artist Wilfred Cheah elevates arts and crafts with his miniature recreations of Singapore scenes and places from the past.

**CULTURALLY SINGAPORE**

8-16 SEP
8PM EVERY NIGHT

Enjoy multi-cultural performances serving up a visual treat for everyone.

**GPSS FOOD PARK**

8-17 SEP
3-10PM (Weekdays)
2-10PM (Weekends)

Photograph: Foray

A perennial favourite - food trucks serve up a delectable mix of local and international snacks, mains and desserts.

**HAJI LANE BLOCKBUSTER**

15 SEP
9.30PM-2AM
Haji Lane

Photograph: One Kampong Gelam

In between Arab Street and Bali Lane is the vibrant alley of Haji Lane. Haji Lane is lined with restaurants and bars that serve international cuisine as well as craft beers and bespoke cocktails. Always beaming with lights, music and a lively party vibe, this street block party celebrates the Grand Prix Season Singapore with two music zones - one for the house and electronic rave fans and another for the pop lovers and hip-hop heads.
ORCHARD ROAD PRECINCT PARTY

Singapore’s ultimate shopping district is especially vibrant during the Grand Prix Season Singapore 2023. The bustling boulevard offers such a myriad of retail and dining options that will leave you spoiled for choice.

Orchard Road used to be filled with fruit orchards and spice farms. Now, it is a shopping haven for both global fashion labels and unique, one-of-a-kind homegrown design brands. Treat yourself to local and international flavours that will satisfy every appetite and look out for what’s in store this GPSS on its lively streets, such as live music performances, art and a lifestyle bazaar.

Explore this bustling district and join in the exciting activities and events along the stretch catered specifically for the Grand Prix Season Singapore 2023.
GRAND PRIX SEASON SINGAPORE 2023

Orchard Road Precinct Party

REVOLUTIONS: THE GPSS IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

8–17 SEP
7PM-10PM

This is an immersive dome experience in collaboration with Singaporean artist Brandon Tay. Be dazzled by a five-minute high-tech sound and light immersive adventure as the Grand Prix Season Singapore story unfolds. The experience is in tribute to the people, achievements and aspirations of Singapore.

MOTOR SHOWCASE: ALPINE X AMOS ANANDA SPORTS CAR DISPLAY

8–17 SEP
ALL DAY

Marvel at the visual display of an Alpine A110 sports car with race-themed designs by Singaporean menswear and high streetwear label Amos Ananda at the front foyer of Wisma Atria.

ORCHARD PIT SHOPS: GPSS LIFESTYLE BAZAAR

8–17 SEP
2-10PM (Weekdays)
12-10PM (Weekends)

Held in the heart of the city’s iconic shopping strip, the Grand Prix Season Singapore lifestyle bazaar features 24 stalls offering an array of products. Combining delicious food and beverages with local artisanal products, music, art installations and vibes for the ‘gram, this eclectic festival mix is sure to be a crowd pleaser.

ION Orchard, L1ION², 2 Orchard Turn, S 238801

Orchard Pedestrian Walkway

Wisma Atria Foyer, L2 Outdoor Space 435 Orchard Rd, S 238877
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**MEDIACORP: THE SOUND OF HOME**

8-17 SEP
2-10PM (Weekdays)
12-10PM (Weekends)

Get to know Singapore through its homegrown celebrities with the island’s local media network and broadcaster, Mediacorp. Rub shoulders with locally well-known artistes! Mediacorp is set to entertain shoppers with music, performances, games and meet and greet sessions at their satellite broadcast station along the Orchard Road Pedestrian Walkway.

**MERLI-GO-ROUND: SINGAPORE GRAND PRIX 2023**

7-14 SEP (Physical event)
21 AUG-30 SEP (on app)
12-5PM (on event dates)

Test your reflexes with a racing simulator and learn more about race cars at Orchard Gateway’s Singapore Visitor Centre - and don’t forget to take a picture with the adorable Merli the Merlion! There is also an exciting GPSS Merli-Go-Round event via the VisitSingapore mobile app that will take you on a tour of Singapore's precincts. Stand a chance to redeem GPSS-exclusive racing-themed Merli merchandise via various quests or location check-ins throughout the event period.

**IN FRONT OF**
In front of Mandarin Gallery

**RACING IN STYLE**

11 AUG-26 SEP
10.30AM-9.30PM

Step into this retail haven and shop the range of limited edition merchandise and accessories exclusively curated for the race season. A great souvenir for a memorable event.

**WEBSITE**
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Sentosa is an island getaway for all things fun. Bask in the sun at the beach, visit its many heart-racing attractions and sample culinary delights. This island used to be a military base and over the years, has turned into Singapore’s premier island resort destination with leisure and entertainment offerings for everyone – from families to thrill-seekers.

During this Grand Prix Season Singapore, plan to make multiple trips to the island. Wander the beach walks and enjoy the activities along the way including roving acts and a bazaar, indulge in a variety of cuisines at the island’s many restaurants and admire vintage cars on display.
GRAND PRIX SEASON SINGAPOR...
EXCITING THINGS TO DO DURING GPSS

With the Grand Prix Season Singapore upon us, look forward to race-themed festivities and offerings across nightlife, entertainment, attractions, retail and dining.

Dress to the nines and keep your energy levels up for all-night partying across Singapore’s superclubs and various entertainment venues. Expect to sample bespoke cocktails and dine in sky-high surroundings. Shop at exclusive retail pop-ups and discover one-of-a-kind local fashion brands. And get your adrenaline pumping at exclusive GPSS-themed experiences at Singapore’s numerous attractions.

Let’s get to it!
Immerse yourself into the world of Mr. Bucket Chocolaterie, a lifestyle destination in Dempsey, that provides unique experiences in luxury chocolate making. Create your very own chocolate slabs or watch the experts create bean-to-bar chocolates right in front of you. For GPSS, expect special race-themed experiences and savour tasting flights featuring delectable chocolates, bon bons and desserts.

**EXCLUSIVE GRAND PRIX SEASON SINGAPORE TASTING SET**

12–17 SEP  
11AM–7PM (Tuesday–Thursday)  
10AM–10PM (Friday–Sunday)

A R O U N D T H E C I R C U I T W I T H T A N G L I N G I N

8–17 SEP  
5PM–12MN

Gin enthusiasts, this one’s for you. Tanglin Gin, Singapore’s first gin distillery, is offering five bespoke signature cocktails during the Grand Prix Season Singapore that represent the current top five FORMULA 1 teams. Join in a distillery tour or learn how to make your favourite race-themed cocktail at masterclasses conducted by Gin Jungle’s mixologists. F1 ticket holders will be offered a 15% discount at the Tanglin Gin Jungle during the race weekend from 15 to 17 September.

S P E E D F O R F U N

8–17 SEP  
11AM–11PM

Embark on an immersive journey through the world of whisky with walk-about tours at The Grande Whisky Museum. Indulge in the flavours of Singapore with curated cocktails. Experience the thrill of speed and elegance of the supercar showcase featuring Ferrari, Aston Martin, Lamborghini, McLaren, Porsche and Pagani. Ignite your inner racer and take the wheel of the racing simulator. And with all this, expect an evening of entertainment with curated music mixes.

**Mr. Bucket Chocolaterie**  
Dempsey Factory 13 Dempsey Rd, #01-03/04, S 249674

**The Grande Whisky Museum**  
3 Temasek Blvd, Suntec City Tower 5, #01-455, S 038983

**The Tanglin Gin Jungle**  
26B Dempsey Rd, S 247693
Eight unique restaurants from 1-Group’s armful of dining destinations are setting the tone for the Grand Prix Season Singapore with diverse menus and all day race-themed specials. Tuck into Basque nosh at a Tudor mansion atop a hill, clink glasses in a dome along Marina Bay or relax into garden surroundings as you dine and catch up with friends.

Rev up to race weekend with a line-up of exhilarating experiences across 1-Group’s iconic bars. 1-Altitude Coast, perched atop The Outpost Hotel in Sentosa, offers you handcrafted cocktails as you take in the breathtaking views of the Singapore Strait. Located 51 floors up or 280-metres high, 1-Arden is an all-in-one dining destination with great food and bar options for that pre-race party.

Feel on top of the world at 1-Atico, an exclusive social spot with luxurious rooftop views in the heart of Orchard Road, at their electrifying GPSS Sunset Party. The al fresco dining at Wildseed Bar at The Summerhouse offers mouthwatering grills, live music and garden cocktails. Motorheads can soak in the non-stop action and get up-close to a range of supercars on display. Zorba is throwing down an irresistible array of celebration delights from grilled seafood dishes to inspiring cocktails, Greek wines and beers.
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EVENT WEBSITE
GRAND PRIX SEASON SINGAPORE 2023

SINGAPORE FLYER SKY DINING

11–30 SEP (Except 15–17 Sep)
7–8PM

Singapore Flyer
30 Raffles Ave, S 039803

EVENT WEBSITE

Soak in the spectacular views of Marina Bay as you enjoy a four-course dinner and a complimentary glass of Ferrari Trento sparkling wine to celebrate the festivities of the Grand Prix Season Singapore. From the top of Asia’s largest observation wheel, be wowed by 360-degree panoramic views of the city’s stunning skyline.

LAVO PARTY BRUNCH: RACE EDITION

16 SEP
12–4PM

Lavo Italian Restaurant And Rooftop Bar,
10 Bayfront Ave, Tower 1, Level 57, S 01895

EVENT WEBSITE

A special edition of its signature daytime affair, Lavo Party Brunch is a bi-monthly daytime rooftop party set against the stunning panoramic views of Singapore at 57 floors high. It boasts an extensive variety of menu items exclusively available during each themed brunch. This edition will see dining offers and decorations inspired by the Singapore Grand Prix.

A PERENNIAL DRIVE BY THE ALKAFF MANSION

9 SEP
11AM ONWARDS

The Alkaff Mansion, 10 Telok Blangah Green, S 109178

EVENT WEBSITE

Unwind from the bustling city with a race-themed festival that pays homage to the beginnings of four wheel drives featuring a vintage car display by Classic Car Club.
Get ready for three consecutive nights of warp speed revelry where the dance floor becomes your racetrack. DJs Riva Starr and the Dunmore Brothers from Defected Records, and DJ Wukong will hit the decks at Zouk’s GPSS weekender and steer your nights into overdrive. There will also be roving crew members adding to the frenzy and race simulations that will make you feel like you’re part of the action. Make this your after-party pit stop and get the ultimate Zouk experience.

Get your party gear on as Marquee is about to provide a stunning weekend with a star-studded international guest DJ line-up. Taking the stage on 15 September is Hardwell - one of the biggest names in the electronic music scene - featuring Tim Hox for Pit Stop Friday. With signature bass-thumping beats and harsh synthetic melodies, the world-renowned Dutch DJ and record producer always delivers a great time.

The celebrations continue with Alan Walker helming the decks on 16 September for Lightning Speed Saturday. A musical wunderkind, the young Norwegian producer has topped international music charts with his iconic blend of dramatic trance, bouncy hardstyle, and chipper video-game music. His breakthrough single “Faded” was certified platinum in 14 countries and he has collaborated with other industry icons including Tiesto and Hardwell.
Celebrating its 15-year anniversary in Singapore, the most exclusive and glamorous weekend afterparty Amber Lounge promises an even grander experience than before with a new custom-built marquee setup, featuring state-of-the-art lighting technology. The weekend’s world-class entertainment line-up is nothing short of spectacular, featuring Grammy Award-winning international hip hop sensation Lil Jon as the headline DJ act for Saturday night, alongside exhilarating performances by The Stickmen Project, Bangkok Invaders’ DJ Ono and DjayBuddah, and a guest star appearance by Fatman Scoop.

A special addition to this year’s festivities is the crowning of Miss Universe Singapore by Miss Universe Australia. The winner will be announced on Saturday evening, and all the stunning contestants will attend the afterparty to celebrate in style. Guests can also expect immersive entertainment performances including captivating aerial and cirque-inspired acts.

FULL THROTTLE

Housed within a Chinese heritage mansion, Yang Club is throwing parties with Grand Prix-inspired beverages and cocktails, eye-catching photo opportunities, engaging performances and an exciting line-up of renowned DJs, both local and international.
RACE FOR A BETTER EARTH COMMUNITY PARTY

8 SEP
6PM TO LATE

Be all pumped up for this party organised in collaboration with Crust, a food and beverage group that upcycles food waste back into their products. Expect engaging race-themed activities, live music, a delectable spread, specially curated cocktails and Crust’s line of sustainable, artisan beers.

STREET BEATS AT CIRCULAR ROAD

8–9 SEP
8PM TO LATE (8 SEP)
4PM TO LATE (9 SEP)

Pump it up with this street party on Circular Road with Tamiya racing experiences and a wide range of food and beverage selections. There will also be live music curated by Offtrack, a local bar and restaurant, featuring local and regional DJs and artists.
Soak in the beats with some of Singapore’s best DJs and a live band at this new beach club in Sentosa. Be mesmerised by special performances by the Tipsy Angels in their race-themed costumes, bottle tossing and spinning talents. Challenge your friends to a remote-controlled car race and stand a chance to win Heineken Beers and other attractive prizes.

PINTS AND PITSTOPS: A GPSS PUB CRAWL

Put your knowledge of our Little Red Dot to the test with this five-hour pub crawl that’s packed with fun trivia quizzes and games over four venues. The evening starts at Mogambo, where you’ll meet your crawl leaders and fellow partygoers for registration and a welcome drink. In keeping it locally inspired, you’ll get to taste complimentary cocktails in popular Singaporean flavours like chendol, ice milo and Singapore Sling at each venue. End the night with VIP free entry and immediate access to one of the city’s hippest dance spots.
LEVELLED-UP RACING AT HYPERDRIVE

25 AUG-10 SEP (Qualifying)
13 SEP (Finals)
12.30-9PM (Weekdays)
10AM-9PM (Weekends)

HyperDrive,
54 Palawan Beach Walk,
S 098233

EVENT WEBSITE

Channel your inner race car driver at HyperDrive, Asia’s first gamified indoor electric go-karting arena that’s part of a new lifestyle and entertainment hotspot, The Palawan @ Sentosa. Anyone can arrive, drive and participate in two race categories – junior karting from 17 years and below and the Open Category from 18 years and above, with a driver’s licence.

NIGHT LUGE UNDER THE STARS

1-17 SEP (Every Fri and Sat)
7-9.30PM

Skyline Luge,
45 Siloso Beach Walk,
Sentosa, S 099003

EVENT WEBSITE

Come in your best race-themed outfit, tag Skyline Luge in your photos on your socials and stand a chance to win an Annual Luge Play Pass. Keep a lookout for the Luge Ranger as he makes exclusive appearances during Night Luge.

LIVE ON THE FAST LANE IN THE WATERS! RACING-THEMED SPEED BOAT EXPERIENCE

9-19 SEP
2-7PM

Yacht Cruise SG,
Sentosa Cove 1
Cove Ave, S 098537

EVENT WEBSITE

This exciting speed boat experience is one-of-a-kind in Singapore. As you traverse the waters at high speeds, you will also get a chance to learn from the boat captain about Singapore’s Southern Islands. Enjoy a beer or coconut drink out on the waters and walk away with instant photos to lock the memories in.
**BIRD PARADISE & SINGAPORE ZOO WILD DASH TOUR**

15-17 SEP  
9AM-3PM

Bird Paradise and Singapore Zoo

Visit Singapore’s newest wildlife attraction, Bird Paradise, along with the Singapore Zoo, for a half-day guided tour specially curated for the Grand Prix Season Singapore. Skip all queues for entry into the parks, enjoy race-themed limousine buggy rides, have the best seats reserved for you at two wildlife show presentations and tuck into a three-course set lunch at Crimson Restaurant.

Enjoy this half-day out with a 2-To-Go bundle for $252.00 nett per person. Pre-booking for the dates of either 15, 16 or 17 September is required. Please email xp.res@mandai.com and quote “GPSS23MWR” by 13 September for your tour reservation.

---

**GRAND PRIX RACING CARS FROM 1950S - 1970S GUIDED TOUR**

8-17 SEP  
3-5PM (Every hour on weekdays)  
12-5PM (Weekends)

MINT Museum of Toys, 26 Seah St, S 188382

Toy car aficionados will want to check this out. The MINT Museum of Toys has on display a series of rare and vintage toy cars made between the 1950s to 1970s, modelled after famous Grand Prix racing cars such as the Astro Boy Ferrari Sigma Grand Prix Show Car and the McLaren M23 Texaco Grand Prix Racing Car. Visitors are entitled to a 30-minute guided tour and an ice cold draft beer from one of the museum’s bars.

---

**GRAND PRIX PARTY SHUTTLES**

13-19 SEP  
6-11PM

Around Kampong Gelam, Civic District and Chinatown areas

Zip around town during the Grand Prix Season Singapore with sidecars and soak in the vibrant atmosphere. Whether you’re racing to a party or simply enjoying a ride, a spin on one of these refurbished vintage Vespa sidecars is the perfect way to explore the city.
Luxury Swiss watch manufacturer TAG Heuer celebrates the Grand Prix Season Singapore with a two-week-long pop-up. On 14 September, drivers Max Verstappen and Sergio Perez from the Oracle RedBull Racing Team will make special guest appearances. Learn more about the brand and appreciate the precision of keeping time while getting into the excitement of motorsports at the interactive stations.

### SINGAPORE PITSTOP EXPERIENCE PACK

Want to rev up your Grand Prix Season Singapore experience? Get the Singapore Pitstop Experience Pack, a bundle of NFT vouchers that you can use to redeem unique perks at participating restaurants and attractions across Singapore. Simply purchase the Pack on Fave and use your Grab app to score offers and collect exclusive commemorative digital collectibles. It’s the ultimate fusion of Singapore’s gems with the exhilarating buzz of the Grand Prix.
This upcycled art exhibition spotlights environmental sustainability and features 10 local and Singapore-based rising artists, namely Anuska Sakar, Ashley Hi, Chong Si Xuan, Daniel Chong, Elena Lo Giudice, Iman Sengupta, Jeyasree Chandrakumaran, Kumari Nahappan, Victoria Hertel, and Yeo Ker Siang. The artists upcycle discarded old floodlights previously used in Singapore’s FORMULA 1 races – now replaced by more environmentally-friendly LED devices – to raise awareness about the impact of our environment through meaningful art. The exhibition, by Dino Zoli Foundation, is curated by Nadia Stefanel, its director, who has worked on several cultural events for motorsport in Singapore.

WEB 3.0 | ART MEETS METAVERSE

Dive into the past, present and future of art, and explore how Web 3.0 is taking art to the next level with digital asset ownership and advancements in metaverse experiences. At this event by Affyn, expect specially designed racing costumes on avatars and a game zone where participants can play Affyn’s game, Buddy Arena. Held at a speakeasy bar with race-themed food and drinks, it’s an exhibition and experience zone all rolled into one – along with a talk show segment hosted by a surprise celebrity.
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Gaming extravaganza Fast Lane Fusion is a thrilling collaboration between Mobile Legends Professional League Singapore (MPLSG) and the Grand Prix Season Singapore 2023. Gather your friends to form a team of three and go head-to-head against others in the 3v3 Brawl Mode, showcasing your ability to race around a specially-designated track in custom mode. Formulate strategies, showcase your skills and emerge victorious to claim prizes. Winners will also have a chance to spin the lucky wheel and walk away with even more rewards.
TIPS TO MAKE THE MOST OF GPSS

Here’s how to have an amazing time uncovering all the Grand Prix Season Singapore has to offer.

1. Dress for comfort
Expect to walk a lot so be sure to pack your comfiest footwear. Light, breathable clothing and a hat will also ensure that you stay cool in Singapore’s heat and humidity. The weather can be unpredictable so make sure to bring an umbrella or poncho too.

2. Stay hydrated
Carry a reusable water bottle to stay hydrated throughout the day. Some attractions in Singapore – such as museums and parks – also have water dispensers where you can fill up your bottle. That said, Singapore’s tap water is potable, so there’s no harm in refilling straight from the tap.

3. Get assistance at Singapore Visitor Centre kiosks
If you find yourself in need of guidance, support or recommendations, visit the Singapore Visitor Centres for help. These hubs offer information, maps, and local insights to ensure your stay in Singapore is a great one.
TIPS FOR GETTING AROUND SINGAPORE

Navigate Singapore with ease by keeping these tips in mind:

1. Use public transport
Embrace the connectivity and efficiency of Singapore’s public transportation system. Most of the GPSS events and activities are conveniently located near an MRT station, making travelling around much easier. Find out about routes and timings for train services at SMRT and bus services at SBS.

2. Stay informed about road closures
Keep up to date with road closures to navigate the city with minimal disruptions during the Grand Prix. Roads around the Marina Bay Circuit, such as Bayfront Avenue, Collyer Quay, Stamford Road, Republic Boulevard and Esplanade Drive, among others, will be closed to all traffic. Find detailed information at LTA Road Closures.

3. Be prepared for emergencies
Familiarise yourself with emergency numbers, including the local police (999) and ambulance services (995). Your safety is paramount, and having the right contacts at your fingertips will provide peace of mind.
Have a blast at GPSS!

For more information on what’s on in Singapore, visit

VisitSingapore.com